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Abstract:  Path planning for multiple mobile robots is complicated by the presence of a dynamic environment, in which
obstacles and other robots are moving.  Centralized approaches are too computationally intensive for real-time response.
Decoupled approaches which perform individual preplanning, conflict resolution, and reactive obstacle avoidance for each
robot, can be globally inefficient.  We propose a novel mission coordination architecture, CPAD (Checkpoint/Priority/
Action Database), which performs path planning via checkpoint and dynamic priority assignment, using statistical esti-
mates of the environment’s motion structure in order to make both preplanning and reactive behaviors more efficient.  Sim-
ulation is used to validate and illustrate the approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A group of mobile robots operating autonomously in an out-
door environment must be able to move from initial to goal
positions efficiently, without collisions with obstacles and
other robots.  This multiple-robot path planning problem is
complicated by the presence of a dynamic environment, in
which obstacles and other robots are moving. Effective
approaches must allow real-time response to changing condi-
tions and should fully exploit sensory information about the
environment. 

CMU’s CyberScout project involves the use of multiple
mobile (CyberScouts) and stationary sentries for autonomous
reconnaissance and exploration [1, 2, 3]. The sentries traverse
unknown or partially known terrains, so that pre-planned paths
cannot account for all the dynamics in the environment.  Reac-
tive behaviors are used to account for this uncertainty, but they
are at best locally optimal and can be inefficient from a global
planning and execution perspective. However, given the non-
determinism of the environment and the computational ineffi-
ciency of repetitive global re-planning, reactive behaviors are
unavoidable.  How can the use of reactive behaviors be made
more efficient?  If the structure of the dynamic environment
can be predicted, then points of uncertainty along the planned
path can be identified and a global context can be applied in
choosing a reaction to the uncertainty.  This paper describes a
novel approach to this problem which combines the use of
checkpoints (i.e., areas where motion conflict is likely) and
dynamic priorities with statistical estimation of the structure of
the dynamic environment.

2. APPROACH

This section describes our approach to the described p
planning problem in two parts.  Section 2.1 describes t
CPAD (Checkpoint/Priority/Action Database) mission coord
nation architecture, which performs path planning via chec
point and dynamic priority assignment, and section 2
describes the estimation of motion structure in the enviro
ment.  The combination of these two methods gives an e
cient solution to path-planning in dynamic environments.

2.1  Multi-robot path planning in dynamic environments

Approaches to the multiple-robot path-planning problem a
typically classed as centralized or decoupled.  Centraliz
approaches regard the group of robots as a single entity s
that all paths are planned simultaneously in a composite c
figuration space.  Decoupled approaches plan for each ro
individually, then seek to resolve any resulting conflicts.  Nei-
ther approach explicitly includes the notion of a dynamic env
ronment, so changes in the environment require replanni
Given the need for replanning, centralized approaches req
too extensive inter-robot communications and computation
be feasible for real-time response.

There are various decoupled methods for dealing with co
flicting robot paths [4, 5, 6].  [4] uses velocity tuning of th
robots to ensure collision avoidance in a known environme
but this method assumes a static environment for which ex
velocity trajectories can be pre-calculated. In [5] traffic rule
are proposed for use by each robot, but these are effective 
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Figure 1. CPAD Mission Coordination Architecture for the CyberScout System
when adhered to by all moving objects in the environment.  In
[6] a framework is presented for merging multiple path plans
in an incremental fashion. Using this methodology, however, a
given robot may have to wait an unpredictable amount of time
on a higher-prioritized robot before proceeding along its path,
slowing down mission completion.  The proposed CPAD mis-
sion architecture described in the following subsection avoids
these problems.

2.1.1  CPAD: Checkpoint/Priority/Action Database

The goal of a CyberScout mission is to augment the human’s
ability to monitor a specified area.  This is achieved by having
the sensing agents distribute themselves throughout the work-
space while gathering information about interesting activi-
ties.  Missions may allow for autonomous or user-supervised
operation, and must be structured to allow for a myriad of data
collection and coordination commands in a constantly chang-
ing environment.  We propose the Checkpoint/Priority/Action
Database (CPAD) as a general framework for specifying such
missions.

The CPAD is a collection of actions that must be performed by
the CyberScouts to accomplish the surveillance mission.  After
the global surveillance task has been decomposed and distrib-
uted among the scouts, each scout plans its mission indepen-
dently. An autonomous software agent analyzes the
combination of plans and may recompute individual plans in
such a way as to minimize conflict and maximize the probabil-
ity of global mission success. From this global plan, the CPAD
is constructed and distributed to the respective sensing agents.
The CPAD is responsible for coordinating robot motions at
possible intersections by assigning or updating relative priori-
ties as new information is obtained.   CPAD lends itself well to
the coordination of multiple robots and previously detected
moving object paths.

Figure 1 shows the architecture used to synthesize the distrib-
uted sensor data for predicting possible robot collisions.  The
CyberScout system begins with little or no a priori informa-
tion about the workspace, W, while the human user selects an
area or explicit points to be surveyed by the sensing agents.
Task assignments are then centrally decomposed from the glo-
bal specification and distributed to the individual robots,

A1,...An, for planning.  Each mobile scout Ai attempts to plan a

path τi through the workspace based on the limited knowledge

available at the time.  Because the workspace is represented by
approximate cell decomposition, only approximate paths are
planned for the scouts.  The specifics of dealing with close-
quarter obstacle interactions are left to the local reactive plan-
ners used by each robot’s mission controller.  These local plan-
ners will attempt to steer a robot away from suddenly detected
obstacles and back onto the global path.  If a series of local
reactions makes it impossible for the robot to reacquire its
path, the mission controller instantiates its global path planner
again.

Clearly, an individually planned path τi may contain intersec-

tions with another such path τj, where j represents either a

robot or a detected moving obstacle.  Let I(i,j,k) denote the kth

possible intersection between two paths τi and τj.  The CPAD

system coordinates multiple paths by first assigning a “so
relative priority pi,j to each pair of robots Ai,j.  At each possible

intersection, checkpoints are placed around the intersec
region.  If Ai has a higher priority than Aj, then it has the

“right-of-way” through the region and proceeds without sto
ping.  If the lower-priority Aj approaches the checkpoint, i

must stop and ensure that Ai is at a safe distance from the

region before proceeding.  Once Aj enters the intersecting

region, the relative priorities between the two robots a
reversed.  Thus if Aj encounters unforeseen, temporary dea

lock within the region, an approaching Ai will not constrain the

space while Aj attempts to vacate the area. CPAD handl

moving obstacle coordination in a similar way, except that 
obstacle’s “virtual path” (see section 2.2) is assigned the hig
est priority and can not be shifted lower.

The above conflict resolution scheme has a “first-come, fir
serve” flavor to it, which raises the question, “why assign p
orities at all?”  Remember that CPAD is not just a path coor
nation technique, it is a general framework for specifying a
aspects of a CyberScout’s mission.  Prioritized mission spe
fication is part of the general framework of CPAD, and its u
is exploited here.  For a brief example of a necessary prior
zation scheme, consider the overlapping of two paths τ1 and
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τ2, as shown in Figure 2.  In order for both scouts to pass

through the narrow corridor and achieve the proper goal allo-
cation, A2 must wait at a “hard-prioritized” checkpoint until A1

is safely inside the corridor.  Such a scenario is also useful for
specifying automated convoying capabilities [1] which allow a
scout with faulty or absent localization sensors to exploit the
GPS (localization) information of a lead vehicle.

It is the responsibility of the CPAD builder in Figure 1 to ana-
lyze the collection of plans Τ={ τi,...,τn}, identify all possible

intersections Ii={ I(i,1,1),...,I(i,n,k)} along a path τi, insert check-

points appropriately around each intersection and assign rela-
tive priorites p[Ai, Aj].  Individual CPADs (or mission plans)

are provided to the respective scouts, and the conglomerate
CPAD is available to the autonomous map-watching agent
described in section 2.2.  The CPAD builder itself can be resi-
dent on any CyberScout or central command station through
our distributed software infrastructure, CyberAries [3].  The
map-watching agent identifies possible moving-obstacle tra-
jectories that may intersect a path τi and reports them to Ai’s

mission controller.  The mission controller then either adds the
proper checkpoints to improve reactive behaviors near the
obstacle or decides that a new path must be planned.

2.2 Identifying Motion structure: The map watching
agent 

Although relatively little work [7, 8, 9, 10] has been done in
this area, Kruse, Gutsche and Wahl [7, 8] have recently consid-
ered analytical characterization of environmental motion
dynamics in mobile-robot path-planning. They suggest an
effective statistical method for estimating motion patterns and
collision probabilities. We share a clear conceptual similarity
to their approach, but we differ considerably in method and
operating characteristics. First, we do not have constant cover-
age of the full environment.  The network of scouts and sta-
tionary sentries constantly observe the environment within
their sensors’ field of view. These observations facilitate
geolocation of visible moving objects in the environment, but

the entire environment of interest may not be observable
scout may spend anywhere from a very short to a considera
amount of time observing a particular piece of the operati
region before planning. Thus, statistical assessments abou
structure of the environment have to be made with very limit
data. Second, Kruse et al. [8] adhere to the principle that “
robot is adapted to its environment, the environment is mi
mally disturbed by the robot.” The size, appearance a
sounds of the CyberScout inherently “disturb” the enviro
ment. Not only does the robot adapt to the the environme
the environment also adapts to the robot. As an illustrat
example, consider walking through a crowded field. Not on
do we take steps to efficiently reach our destination, the cro
also accommodates our actions to the best of its ability.

The motion structure we want to estimate is the set of pa
that moving obstacles take in the environment. In other wor
we wish to “beat a virtual path” in the map constructed by t
scout. The virtual path indicates regions where the scout m
possibly encounter moving obstacles. Virtual paths can 
taken into account both during the preplanning phase a
while the plan is executing. While the former use of the virtu
paths attempts to eliminate uncertainty in the scout’s path, 
latter attempts to apply a global context in formulating a rea
tion to local uncertainty. Virtual paths can also be used 
determine locations for surveillance.

Each scout is faced with computational and real-time co
straints in all its actions. It performs many computational
intensive tasks such as surveillance, mission planning, ob
cle avoidance, mapping, etc., at the same time. Thus, any a
tional processing tasks must work on a limited computation
budget. Computationally intensive agents also reduce the s
pling frequency of the environment. Given these constrain
all CyberScout agents attempt to process information that 
a low spatial and temporal resolution with maximum eff
ciency. With computational parsimony in mind, the task 
estimating and predicting motion structure in the environme
uses residual data from the mapping algorithm to make 
assessments. The mapping algorithm uses a Bayesian netw
[11] to identify static obstacles and constructs an occupan
grid of the observable environment. It also identifies movin
obstacles and disregards them from its computations. T
structure recognition algorithm to be described in this pap
uses the moving obstacle data that the mapping algorit
identifies and disregards. 

Each identified moving obstacle does not contain enough d
criminating information for accurate temporal correspo
dence. Thus, estimation of potential virtual paths in the m
depends purely on a temporally ordered sequence of mov
obstacles. Each moving obstacle is represented by its loca
and size. The suggested approach shows that even with r
tively little information about the moving obstacles in th
environment, sufficient detail can be inferred to improve th
quality of the planned path. We break our approach into t
logical problems in statistics: estimation and prediction. W
first estimate a highly probable topography of virtual path
given the observed samples of moving obstacles. After e

Figure 2. Path Coordination using CPAD
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estimation step, we predict points of uncertainty along the
scout’s planned path. Virtual paths are learned using unsuper-
vised clustering of the positions of the moving obstacles using
a mixture of Cauchy kernel functions. This technique is simi-
lar to Parzen Windows density estimation. The prediction step
uses a neural network with the capability to perform self-
supervised diagnosis of itself and adapt online.

2.2.1 Estimating the virtual paths

Consider a set S where each member is a set of moving obsta-
cles observed at a particular time instance t. The members of

set S, mt(S) are ordered temporally. We denote the ith member

of mt(S) as mt,i(S). Members of the set S traverse paths in the

environment which we shall denote as P. We choose to repre-
sent the members of P as follows:

• Each member mi(P), a subpath in the network of virtual

paths, maximizes , i.e.,

given two consecutive sets of moving obstacles, the sub-
path mi(P) explains the motion.

• We store , which is repre-

sented as a mixture of Cauchy kernels..

The variable n here represents the number of kernel functions

in the mixture.  and  represent the center and the covari-

ance matrix respectively of the ith kernel function in the mix-

ture.  is the mixing coefficient for the ith kernel function. 

The Cauchy kernel takes the general form:

We use it in the following specific form:

• Following the maximum of each “hill” created on the grid
by each member of P, gives an estimate  of the motion
structure in the environment.

The Cauchy kernel was chosen because it exhibits the desired
property of localized receptive fields. It was chosen over the
Gaussian kernel because its tails fall off polynomially as
opposed to exponentially in the case of Gaussian kernels. The
covariance matrix C determines the direction and extent of the
spread of the kernel. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of C
represent the two principal directions (assuming a 2D repre-
sentation of the world) and magnitudes of the spread. Figures
3 and 4 illustrate an example of a Cauchy kernel explaning a
pair of consecutive positions.

We now describe a greedy algorithm for choosing n, , 

and  so that  approximates

the virtual paths given the observed data.

1. Initially the list of kernels is empty.

2. We consider the initial sets of moving obstacles m0(S) and

m1(S).

Going forward in time:

3. Pick an obstacle m0,1(S) and pick m1,k(S) such that

m1,k(S) is the closest obstacle to m0,1(S) in the set  m1(S).

Compute the mean and covariance matrix with respect
these points. Instantiate a kernel to explain this tempo
pair. Record that this kernel has explained one tempo
pair of obstacles.

4. Pick the next obstacle in m0(S). Pick the closest target to

this obstacle in the set m1(S). Compute the mean and cova

riance matrix for this pair of data. 
- Check if the obstacle under consideration falls within 
two standard deviations of any of the means of the ker-
nels instantiated so far. 
- If it does, then compute the eigenvalues and eigenvec
tors of the covariance matricies. Check if the eigenvalu
of both matricies are ranked in the same order.
- If they are, check if the eigenvectors are pointing in sim
ilar directions. 
- If all three of the previous conditions hold then we can
explain the current data pair with a previously instanti-
ated kernel. All we need to do is to recompute the mea
and covariance matricies to better suit the data. Record
that the kernel has explained another temporal pair. 
- If the conditions fail, then we instantiate a new kernel t
explain the current temporal pair as in step 3.

5. We repeat step 4 for all the obstacles in the set m0(S).

Going backwards in time:

6. We repeat step 4 for all the obstacles in the set m1(S). The

assumption here is that if obstacles in m0(S) can move to

m1(S), then the obstacles in m1(S) should be able to move

to m0(S).

7. Weight each kernel based on the percentage of the t
number of obstacles it successfully explains.

8. For all future sets mt(S) and mt+1(S), we repeat the above

steps starting from step 4.

P mi P( ) mt S( ) m t 1+( ) S( ),{ }( )

P mi P( ) mt S( ) m t 1+( ) S( ),{ }( )

P mi P( ) mt S( ) m t 1+( ) S( ),{ }( ) ωiK µi Ci,( )
i 1=

n

∑=

µi Ci

ωi

K
1

1 x
d 1+

+
-------------------------- d 0≥,=

K µ C,( ) 1

1 x µ–( )
T
C

1–
x µ–( )+

------------------------------------------------------------=

µi Ci
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This algorithm successfully hypothesizes a network of paths in
the dynamic environment that best explains the data. We can
regulate the complexity of the hypothesis in step 4 by specify-
ing a smaller or larger number of standard deviations as the
threshold for the proximity criteria. A smaller number of stan-
dard deviations leads to a more complex hypothesis while a
larger number leads to a less complex hypothesis.

The following simulated example is representative of the
results of the algorithm. There are two moving obstacles in the
field of view. Figure 5  shows the positions of the obstacles
through 4 time steps and the true path. The result of the algo-
rithm after 4 time steps is shown in Figure 6 (3 kernels were
used).

2.2.2 Predicting uncertainty induced by virtual paths
along planned paths

After any estimation step, given a candidate path for the scout,
we can determine if  checkpoints are needed as a result of
potential uncertainty. We use a single layer logistic linear net-
work, trained with differential learning [12], to decide whether
or not a checkpoint is needed. We then diagnose the neural net-
work using discriminative diagnosis to determine the location
in the path where a checkpoint is needed. Discriminative diag-
nosis was first described in the context of fault detection and
diagnosis in [13]. It was extended as an online feature rele-
vance estimation method and generalized to other applications
in [14]. Discriminative diagnosis enables us to rank the rele-
vance of the features listed in the feature vector given the out-
put of the neural network to that feature vector. The input X
represents the virtual path P along the Scout’s path. Given the
input X and the decision of the neural network, discriminative
diagnosis determines which cell in the vector X, contains the
most uncertainty and thus requires a checkpoint. Simple
thresholding of the input vector fails in the event of noise. Dis-
criminative diagnosis also accounts for the temporal evolution
of the virtual paths rather than considering each estimated path
individually. Figure 6 shows the path of the Scout through the
estimated virtual path and the chosen checkpoint. Figure 7

shows the input to the neural network, the detected region
uncertainty and the suggested checkpoint.

3. RESULTS

Our approach has been applied to various simulation data 
representing moving obstacles.  Figures 8 and 9 present 
scenarios for detecting virtual paths and coordinating t
scouts’ motion accordingly.  In Figure 8, a stationary sen
detects a moving obstacle that will most likely intersect sco
A1’s previously-planned path.  The map-watching agent inse

a checkpoint at what it determines to be a safe distance fr
the virtual path.  When A1 arrives at the checkpoint, it will

know to stop and dedicate additional perception effo
towards detecting the moving obstacle before proceeding.  

Figure 9 presents the tasking of two scouts to locations s
able for observing an area.  A2 has the higher priority relative

to A1, but since A1 enters the region surrounding the interse

tion I(1,2,1) first, it proceeds to its goal location.  Once in pos

tion, A1 is able to collect enough data to inform A2 that a

potential collision may occur along the path τ2.  A2’s mission

t=0 t=1 t=2 t=3

t=3 t=2 t=1 t=0

Scout’s Path

Figure 5. Two obstacles moving on a road. The
Scout’s path intersects with the road.
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Figure 6. Contour plots show the set of virtual paths P es
mated by the algorithm. The dashed lines indicate the t
path. Given the values of the set P along the scout’s path,
prediction algorithm suggests a checkpoint on the path.
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controller recognizes the need to replan and produces the new
path τ2’ .  Thus A2 does not fall victim to local obstacle avoid-

ance maneuvers in the corridor that will fail in the presence of
the approaching obstacle.

4. CONCLUSION

We have proposed and demonstrated in simulation the effec-
tiveness of a novel approach to path planning in dynamic envi-
ronments using checkpoint and priority assignment in
conjunction with statistical estimation of environmental
motion structure.  Future work will include the testing of this
approach on real mobile robots in surveillance and other appli-
cations.
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